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ABSTRACT 

The argument displayed in a address video is closely related to the address content. Therefore, it provides a valuable source for 

indexing[4] and retrieving address video contents. Textual content can be detected, extracted and analyzed automatically by video 

OCR (Optical Character Recognition) techniques [7]. In this paper, we present an access for automatic lecture [3]video indexing 

based on video OCR technology [7]: Firstly, we developed a atypical video segmented for an automatic slide video anatomy 

analysis. Having adopted a localization [2]and verification scheme, we accomplish argument apprehension secondly. We employ 

SWT not alone to remove false alarms from the argument detection, but as well to assay the slide anatomy further. To admit texts, 

a multi-hypotheses framework is adopted, that consists of assorted argument segments, OCR [7], spell blockage and aftereffect 

amalgamation processes. Finally, we implemented a atypical algorithm for accelerate anatomy assay and extraction by application 

the geometrical advice of detected text lines. The accurateness of the proposed access is proven by evaluation. 

Keywords — Text region, Optical, Localization, Video recordings 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since recording technologies accept become increasingly 

robust and easier to use in the endure few years, added and 

more universities are demography the befalling to almanac 

their lectures[3] and broadcast them online in adjustment to 

accomplish them accessible for students. Hence, abounding 

advisers in able colleges use Accelerate presentations instead 

of blackboard autograph today. This way of recording lectures 

leads to ample amounts of multimedia abstracts actual 

quickly[7]. Thus, award address video data on the WWW or 

aural address video portals has become a actual important and 

arduous task. We focus our assay on such address recordings 

that combining two video streams: the capital arena of 

lecturers[7] which is recorded by application a video camera, 

and the second which captures the frames projected assimilate 

the awning during the address through a anatomy affliction. 

The anatomy affliction achievement (slide stream)  can be 

synchronized with the video camera automatically during the 

recording; Therefore, anniversary key anatomy of accelerate 

videos can be linked to a video recording segment. In this way, 

indexing [4] two-part address videos can be performed by 

indexing [4] the slide videos only. A content-based acquisition 

aural video abstract requires textual metadata that has to be 

provided manually by the users or that has to be extracted by 

automatic analysis. For this purpose, techniques from accepted 

OCR—focusing on high-resolution scans of printed (text) 

documents—have to be bigger and acclimatized to be as well 

applicative for video OCR. In video OCR, video frames 

absolute arresting textual information accept to be particular 

first. Then, the argument has to be afar from its background, 

and geometrical transformations have to be activated afore 

accepted OCR [7] algorithms can action the argument 

successfully. In this paper, we adduce an absolute workflow 

for the structural assay of address videos, the video OCR [7] 

analysis, and the accelerate anatomy extraction, as illustrated 
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in Fig. 1. We developed a video segmented based on fast 

connected basic (CC) assay and accelerate transition 

recognition. For argument detection, we accomplished a 

localization [2] and verification scheme: An edge-based multi-

scale argument detector serves to accomplish a top anamnesis 

amount with low computational time expenses. The assay 

consists of an SWT-based analysis to abolish apocryphal 

alarms. To articulation argument from its amalgamate 

background, we employ a multi-hypotheses framework 

consisting of assorted argument segments, accepted OCR  

analysis, spell checking, and aftereffect amalgamation process 

 We adduce a atypical accelerate anatomy assay by application 

the detected argument objects. we use the geometrical 

information and the agnate achievement amplitude of those 

argument altar for accelerate appellation identification and 

argument band classification. Operability and accurateness of 

our access accept been evaluated. 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

There aboveboard admeasurements 2 capital assay 

communities that analyze the ambience abstracts in beheld 

compassionate of pictures and videos: laptop eyes and manual 

communities. In the laptop eyes community, majority of the 

studies aboveboard admeasurements on the application of 

ambience amid low-level options for commodity apprehension 

and localization[2] Ambience of low-level options is 

additionally controlled for arena and commodity analysis 

admitting there aboveboard admeasurements some approaches 

that use the ambience of high-level account it's analogously 

new in laptop eyes community. High-level ambience is mostly 

acclimated for the post-processing footfall so as to clarify the 

commodity apprehension after-effects acquired from attending 

and analysis framework. About the ambience abstracts is 

abstruse from manually annotated apprenticeship ability sets. 

There aboveboard admeasurements few altered approaches 

that use linguistics taxonomies for high-level linguistics 

acumen in commodity apprehension takes aural the manual 

community, the high-level ambience is about acclimated for 

up apperception apprehension and retrieval accuracy[1]. 

Historically account aboveboard admeasurements retrieved 

abuse accomplished apperception detectors (e.g. SVM 

detectors) and so the high-level ambience is active for ablution 

the results. Several approaches controlled the high-level 

ambience employing a additional akin SVM archetypal 

wherever the inputs aboveboard admeasurements the 

confidences acquired from the alone apperception detectors. 

 

2.1.  Evaluation of Proposed Model 

Text apprehension is the aboriginal assignment performed for 

video OCR[7]. Our access determines whether a individual 

anatomy of a video book contains argument lines, for which it 

allotment a bound bonds box eventually. For affidavit of 

efficiency, argument apprehension is alone accomplished on 

the key frames we acquired during the video assay process. In 

adjustment to administer detected argument curve efficiently, 

we accept authentic a chic argument article with the afterward 

properties: bonds box area (the top-left bend position) and 

size, alpha time, end time, argument content[1], and 

boilerplate achievement width. If a argument band has 

auspiciously been detected in a frame, a argument article is 

created. The accident continuance of anniversary argument 

article is bent by account the time advice of the agnate 

segment. After the aboriginal annular of argument detection, a 

argument article assay action ensures the authority of our 

after-effects in adjustment to abate apocryphal alarms. The 

achievement of this argument apprehension arrangement is an 

XML-encoded account confined as ascribe for the argument 

acceptance and accelerate anatomy essay. 

2.2. Text Localization  

To localize [2] text, we firstly aftermath a accumbent and a 

vertical bend map for an ascribe angel application the Sobel 

filter. Then, we accept two morphological aborticide operators 

to extend the vertical edges angular and the accumbent edges 

vertically. Let MinW and MinH denote he detected basal 

argument band amplitude and basal appearance height. We 

ascertain two rectangle kernels: for vertical and 

accumbentaborticide operators respectively. Subsequently, we 

administer Otsu Thresholding to binaries the aborticide maps. 

Due to the connectivity of accumbent and vertical appearance 

edges in text-like regions, a new angel is created by 

accoutrement the intersected regions of both bifold maps. 

Ultimately, the antecedent bonds boxes are generated 

afterwards assuming CC analysis. 
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2.3. Text Region Refinement 

Although the argument apprehension action from the 

antecedent footfall has a actual top apprehension rate, the 

antecedent bonds boxes are still not authentic abundant for 

OCR engines and as well some apocryphal alarms may be 

produced. To adios such falsely detected regions, we 

administer a clarification action based on bump profiles. We 

firstly action the accumbent bump on the bend Maps of ascribe 

images. A accumbent band is alone if its bump amount is 

lower than a accustomed threshold; in this way, the multi-line 

bonds boxes are anecdotal to individual lines. Subsequently, 

we backpack the bonds boxes. Then, we accomplish the 

vertical bump in a agnate way; yet it ability breach argument 

curve into individual characters. Thus, we accept to absorb 

adjoining characters accepting a acquaintance ambit beneath 

than the MinH of this argument band angular together. We 

assassinate this clarification action iteratively until the bonds 

box account charcoal banausic Due to the clarification process, 

we access added absolute bonds boxes, and apocryphal regions 

which accept a low bend body accept been alone successfully. 

However, there may still abide few apocryphal objects, such as 

animal faces, foliage, and barriers etc., which are generally 

abashed with argument patterns. In adjustment to abolish 

them, the action continues with a argument analysis procedure. 
 

2.4. Text Verification 

We administer a assay adjustment based on SWT analysis. 

accept accepted in their plan that the achievement amplitude 

affection is able-bodied abundant to analyze argument from 

added complicated angel elements such as vegetation. Per 

pixel, the algorithm computes the amplitude of the a lot of 

acceptable achievement absolute this pixel. The achievement 

of SWT is a affection map area anniversary pixel contains the 

abeyant achievement amplitude amount of ascribe angel 

pixels. In adjustment to use the adjustment for our approach, 

we accept continued it in afterward manners: First, call that the 

SWT assay depends on the bend acclivity direction. In 

adjustment to board both ablaze argument on aphotic 

accomplishments and vice-versa, they administer the 

algorithm alert for anniversary acclivity direction—this leads 

to a accident of performance. Anyway, it is absolutely difficult 

or sometimes absurd to actuate the actual acclivity 

administration for images absolute both kinds of acclivity 

directions. However, our two-stage assay access solves this 

issue: In the aboriginal stage, we accept detected the single-

line argument bonds boxes already. Subsequently, a agnate 

sub angel is created for anniversary bonds box—we alone 

administer SWT on those sub images in adjustment to advance 

performance. Hence, it is almost simple to actuate the acclivity 

administration for such bonds box images: Aboriginal of all, 

we catechumen the bonds box angel to a grayscale angel and 

binarize it after application Otsu thresholding method. Then, 

we could access the argument acclivity administration by 

artful the atramentous pixel and white pixel ratio, area 

atramentous pixels represent the accomplishments and white 

pixels represent the chantry respectively. We use the afterward 

constrains to verify the bonds boxes. A box is alone if: • its 

achievement amplitude about-face exceeds a beginning ambit 

MinVar and MaxVar , • its beggarly achievement amplitude 

exceeds a beginning ambit MinStroke and MaxStroke. For 

some boxes with a admeasurements beyond than MaxH —

which may accommodate both argument curve and added 

angel objects— we administer the apprehension algorithm on 

them. In this way, the apprehension anamnesis can in about-

face be added during the assay process. In our study, MinVar 

and MaxVar accept been set to 100 and 500, while MinStroke 

and MaxStroke accept been set to 1 and 10, respectively. 

These ethics were as well abstruse from our training data. 

 

Fig-1: Process of Rearrangement 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

By breaking down the feature into a set of delegate key edges, 

we have the capacity file the feature. These chose casings will 

be transformed in different steps later, since they catch and 

epitomize the whole feature content [1]. As to attributes of 
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address features, we can see that the recovery of feature 

substance can be accomplished through the extraction of 

content [1] data from slide features: A case address feature 

that comprises of two feature streams demonstrating the 

speaker and the current slide separately in such sort of 

features, each one piece of the feature can be related to a 

relating slide. Subsequently, we complete the examination of 

the slide feature stream in our study. The division 

methodology can be accomplished by utilizing edge 

differencing measurements which consider both picture 

structure and shade conveyance. The worldwide pixel contrast 

metric has normally been utilized for deciding slide sections. 

One inadequacy of this strategy is that the high recurrence 

picture commotion inside feature casings can in any case 

corrupt the division precision. Watching the slide feature 

stream, we can see that feature substance, for example, 

writings, figures, tables and so on can all be considered as a 

gathering of joined parts (Ccs). In this way, the distinction 

between two casings can be controlled by computing the 

distinction of the measure of Ccs. Thus, we have the capacity 

control the legitimate size of Ccs with the goal that the picture 

commotion can be expelled from the correlation. We have 

researched a few CC calculations lastly picked the most 

proficient one as indicated by Chang et al. Our division 

calculation comprises of two steps: In the first step, the whole 

slide feature is investigated. For reasons of effectiveness, we 

don't perform the examination on every feature outline; rather, 

we secured a period interim of one second. Along these lines, 

our feature divided considers stand out edge for every second 

(fps). Accordingly, we make the differential edge guide of two 

neighboring edges and perform the CC investigation on this 

guide. So as to guarantee that every recently rising learning 

point or recently included figure inside a slide can be 

identified, we have distinguished the division limit esteem 

Ts1. This implies that another section is caught if the quantity 

of Ccs of a differential picture surpasses Ts1. The 

consequence of the first division step is excessively excess for 

indexing [4], following there are numerous changes inside the 

same slide. Thus, the division methodology proceeds with the 

second step that means to discover the real slide page move 

focused around the edges discovered in the first step. After a 

factual examination of a lot of slide features, we characterized 

the substance conveyance of the most regularly utilized slide 

style. Let Rt and Rc indicate the title and the substance locales. 

Which represent 23% and 70% of the whole casing tallness 

separately. In the event that the measure of Ccs in the 

differential edge picture for Rt surpasses the limit Ts2, a slide 

page move is caught. Something else, in Rc, we recognize the 

first content lines top-down and base up individually, and 

perform the relating CC differencing examination on these 

content [1]line pictures from two nearby edges . On the off 

chance that both of the two distinction qualities surpass Ts2 , a 

slide page move is likewise caught. In our study, we set Ts1 

and Ts2 to 20 and 5 individually. All edges were adapted on 

our test running. 

 

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This is maybe one in every of the primary makes an attack in 

abusage top akin relations for assurance video retrieval [1] 

downside in pc vision. We accept a addiction to adduce a 

acceptable access of abusage top akin linguistics relations in 

video retrieval downside by establishing arch amid top akin 

beheld and linguistics relations. Humans overtimes use the 

ambience of illustrious account so as to acquisition out new 

ideas. In this paper, we accept presented an effective, robust 

system for indexing [4] and allegory address videos. We have 

developed and evaluated a atypical accelerate video segmented 

and argument localization[2] and assay scheme. Furthermore, 

we accept proposed a new adjustment for accelerate anatomy 

assay application the geometrical advice and achievement 

amplitude of detected argument lines. For our address video 

analysis set, the accomplished segmentation accuracy is 96%. 

Furthermore, added than 94% of all text regions and 96% of 

all accelerate appellation locations are correctly detected. 85% 

of all words are accustomed accurately. 

In Future, implementing context and dictionary-based post-

processing will advance the text recognition amount further. 

The video analysis algorithm will be continued so that the 

accelerate frames and the embedded video frames could be 

classified correctly. For the embedded videos, we will 

administer accession video segmented back the slide video 

segmented is not suitable. In addition, we will ameliorate and 

appraise the argument band allocation algorithm so that the 

automatic conception of the address outline can take place. 

The OCR [7] transcripts we access application our approach 

can be acclimated in altered manners: For instance, intelligent 
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search algorithms and new advocacy methods for websites can 

be developed, based on the achievement of our software. 
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